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ABSTRACT2

Realistic and lifelike 3D-reconstruction of virtual humans has various exciting and important3
use cases. Our and others’ appearances have notable effects on ourselves and our interaction4
partners in virtual environments, e.g., on acceptance, preference, trust, believability, behavior5
(the Proteus effect), and more. Today, multiple approaches for the 3D-reconstruction of virtual6
humans exist. They significantly vary in terms of the degree of achievable realism, the technical7
complexities, and finally, the overall reconstruction costs involved. This article compares two8
3D-reconstruction approaches with very different hardware requirements. The high-cost solution9
uses a typical complex and elaborated camera rig consisting of 94 digital single-lens reflex (DSLR)10
cameras. The recently developed low-cost solution uses a smartphone camera to create videos11
that capture multiple views of a person. Both methods use photogrammetric reconstruction and12
template fitting with the same template model and differ in their adaptation to the method-specific13
input material. Each method generates high-quality virtual humans ready to be processed,14
animated, and rendered by standard XR simulation and game engines such as Unreal or Unity.15
We compare the results of the two 3D-reconstruction methods in an immersive virtual environment16
against each other in a user study. Our results indicate that the virtual humans from the low-cost17
approach are perceived similarly to those from the high-cost approach regarding the perceived18
similarity to the original, human-likeness, beauty, and uncanniness, despite significant differences19
in the objectively measured quality. The perceived feeling of change of the own body was higher20
for the low-cost virtual humans. Quality differences were perceived more strongly for one’s own21
body than for other virtual humans.22

Keywords: Virtual Humans, 3D-Reconstruction Methods, Avatars, Agents, Virtual Reality, User Study23

1 INTRODUCTION
The 3D-reconstruction of virtual humans is highly relevant for a variety of use cases. While the use of24
realistic, lifelike virtual humans is common in many areas, e.g., video games and films, it is especially25
interesting for Virtual Reality (VR) applications (Gonzalez-Franco et al., 2020; Freeman and Maloney,26
2021). Here, virtual humans can serve as self-avatars, embodying users by representing their real body in the27
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virtual world (Kilteni et al., 2012). It is also possible for users to meet other virtual humans, experiencing28
social situations similar to the real world (Gonzalez-Franco and Lanier, 2017).29

The appearance of these virtual humans has notable effects on ourselves and our interaction partners (see,30
e.g., Praetorius and Görlich (2020); Ratan et al. (2020)). Previous work found realistic self-avatars used31
for embodiment to be superior to abstract self-avatars in terms of user acceptance (Latoschik et al., 2017).32
Others found personalized realistic-looking self-avatars to be even more superior, enhancing the illusion of33
virtual body ownership as well as the feeling of presence (Waltemate et al., 2018). Comparable interesting34
effects occur for other-avatars (the virtual representations of other users) and virtual agents (embodied35
entities controlled by artificial intelligence). For example, the appearance of virtual others impacts their36
perceived trustworthiness (McDonnell et al., 2012; Seymour et al., 2019), approachability (Freeman and37
Maloney, 2021), affinity (Seymour et al., 2019), and co-presence (Bailenson et al., 2005). Given the38
continuous technological advances in the reconstruction of virtual humans, research on their realism is39
still ongoing (Slater et al., 2020). For example, there is still debate about whether realistic-looking virtual40
humans are prone to facilitate the uncanny valley effect (e.g., Tinwell and Grimshaw, 2009; Kätsyri et al.,41
2015; Wang et al., 2015; Lugrin et al., 2015a), which describes the phenomenon that close-to-real looking42
artificial humans sometimes strike as eerie (Mori et al., 2012; Ho and MacDorman, 2010, 2017).43

Today, multiple reconstruction approaches for realistic, lifelike virtual humans exist. They significantly44
vary in terms of the degree of achievable realism, the technical complexities, and finally, the overall45
reconstruction costs involved. So far, rather complex and expensive multi-camera rigs achieve the highest46
quality by using high-quality image sensors, e.g., as described by Feng et al. (2017) or Achenbach47
et al. (2017). However, approaches for reconstructing virtual humans from input data produced by more48
affordable consumer hardware, e.g., single 2D images (Alldieck et al., 2019a) or smartphone videos49
(Ichim et al., 2015; Wenninger et al., 2020), become more popular and elaborate. Most of these low-cost50
approaches share the vision to make it possible for everyone to generate a digital alter ego quickly and51
inexpensively without a complex hardware setup. Such low-cost approaches would drastically leverage52
the possibilities for research, industry, and overall users of embodiment systems. Researchers can create53
and use personalized, realistic virtual humans in their work by simply utilizing consumer-level hardware,54
e.g., a 600 $ smartphone instead of a camera rig costing tens of thousands of dollars. Smaller development55
teams can afford life-like virtual humans, for example, in their games and social VR applications, and users56
would benefit from a much more personalized experience using their realistic look-alike avatars.57

Recent work suggests that some of these low-cost approaches can compete with the more elaborate,58
high-cost approaches (Wenninger et al., 2020). However, the comparisons so far have focused primarily on59
objective criteria. Equally important, though, is the subjective perception of these low-cost virtual humans.60
Hence, in this work, we address the following research questions:61

RQ1 Can low-cost approaches for generating realistic virtual humans keep up with high-cost solutions
regarding their perception by users in embodied VR?

RQ2 Is the quality difference more noticeable for the own virtual body compared to the virtual body
of others?

Contribution: For the investigation of our research questions we conducted a user study to compare62
a low- and a high-cost 3D-reconstruction approach for virtual humans. For each category, we chose63
a state-of-the-art representative that produces (i) realistically looking and (ii) ready-to-animate virtual64
humans (iii) in a time frame that is compliant with common study procedures, i.e., within minutes. Both65
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methods build on recent advancements in photogrammetric reconstruction. They are tailored to different66
input material and vary heavily in their hardware requirements. One method uses a complex, elaborate,67
and expensive camera rig including 94 DSLR cameras to capture images of a person (Achenbach et al.,68
2017). The second method uses a simple smartphone camera to capture videos including multiple views69
of a person (Wenninger et al., 2020). We scanned participants by both methods. Then they embodied the70
resulting self-avatars in an interactive, immersive virtual environment and encountered pre-scanned virtual71
others of both reconstruction methods. We report on the sense of embodiment for the self-avatars and the72
perceived similarity, uncanniness, and preference for both the self-avatars and the virtual others. We further73
look at objective differences between the two methods and investigate whether these differences are more74
noteworthy for the self-avatar than someone else’s body. Our results indicate that the avatars from the75
low-cost approach are perceived similarly to the avatars from the high-cost approach. This is remarkable76
since the quality differed significantly on an objective level. The perceived change of the own body was77
more significant for the low-cost avatars than for the high-cost avatars. The quality differences were more78
noticeable for the own than for other virtual bodies.79

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Perception of Virtual Humans80

Virtual humans are part of a great variety of applications. They serve as avatars (representations of real81
people in digital worlds), virtual trainers, assistants, companions, game characters, and many more. Often,82
developers strive to make them as realistic as possible. The perceived realism of virtual humans depends83
on their appearance and their behavior (Magnenat-Thalmann and Thalmann, 2005; Steed and Schroeder,84
2015). While we acknowledge the importance of behavioral realism, our work focuses on the appearance85
of virtual humans. Our appearance and the appearance of others in a virtual environment have notable86
effects on our perception (Hudson and Hurter, 2016; Freeman and Maloney, 2021).87

2.1.1 The Own Virtual Appearance88

When it comes to using virtual humans as avatars, i.e., digital representations of persons in a virtual89
world, the Proteus effect (Yee and Bailenson, 2006, 2007) is a prominent research topic. It describes the90
phenomenon that the avatar appearance can influence users’ attitudes and behavior based on stereotypical91
beliefs. For example, in previous research, participants who embodied a child associated more child-like92
attributes with themselves (Banakou et al., 2013), attractive avatars increased intimacy (Yee and Bailenson,93
2007), strong-looking avatars improved physical performance (Kocur et al., 2020), and taller avatars led to94
more confidence (Yee and Bailenson, 2007). Wolf et al. (2021) recently showed that the embodiment of an95
avatar can potentially alter its body weight perception relating to the user’s body weight.96

For many VR applications, the Proteus effect is desirable. Users can slip into a body with different size,97
shape, look, age or gender, enabling experiences one could not easily create in real life. Exploiting this98
effect potentially even helps to reduce negative attitudes, such as racial bias (Peck et al., 2013; Banakou99
et al., 2016), negative stereotypical beliefs about older people (Yee and Bailenson, 2006) or misconceptions100
of the own body image (Döllinger et al., 2019). It could also promote positive attitudes and behavior,101
e.g., motivation to exercise (Peña et al., 2016). However, what if the use case requires the users just to102
be themselves? For example, experiments often assume a user’s unbiased evaluation without taking the103
potential bias of the virtual body into account. Other exemplary scenarios might focus on a person’s actual104
body shape, e.g., virtual try-on rooms, therapy applications, or specific physical training scenarios that105
prepare people for real-life situations.106
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In previous work, the self-similarity of the avatar influenced the users’ perception in the virtual107
environment. Personalized realistic-looking avatars enhanced the illusion of body ownership and the108
feeling of presence in first-person (Waltemate et al., 2018) and third-person (Gorisse et al., 2019) immersive109
VR. Self-similarity enhanced negative attitude changes when embodying a self-similar but sexualized110
avatar (Fox et al., 2013) and impacted body weight perception (Thaler et al., 2018). Having a self-similar111
body in VR promoted creativity (de Rooij et al., 2017) and increased presence and social anxiety levels112
in VR (Aymerich-Franch et al., 2014). In a fitness application with a full-body virtual mirror, having an113
avatar that was self-similar in terms of gender enhanced the illusion of body ownership and increased114
performance compared to a not self-similar one (Lugrin et al., 2015c). Especially in social VR applications,115
people very deliberately choose to look or not look like they do in real life (Freeman and Maloney, 2021).116
Realistic avatar representations used for embodiment have been superior to abstract avatar representations117
in user acceptance (Latoschik et al., 2017). Nevertheless, the role of realism in avatars is still in debate.118
Other work could not reproduce this superiority (Lugrin et al., 2015b) and even found realistic avatars to119
be less accepted than abstract representations (Lugrin et al., 2015a). The context of the experience might120
be an important factor when it comes to the influence of the own avatar’s appearance. The impact seems121
to be less significant in game-like or overall more stressful scenarios that strongly engage the user in a122
superordinate task that only marginally focuses on the body (e.g., Lugrin et al., 2015a,c). But it might be of123
greater importance for social scenarios (e.g., Aymerich-Franch et al., 2014; Freeman and Maloney, 2021)124
or experiences where the user and his body is the center of attention.125

2.1.2 The Virtual Appearance of Others126

In virtual environments, users can also encounter virtual humans as computer-controlled virtual agents or127
embodied other, real users. Previous work showed that a virtual agent’s appearance influenced co-presence128
(Bailenson et al., 2005). Nelson et al. (2020) found that virtual agents’ appearance influences users’129
movement speed and their interpersonal distance to the agents. In social VR applications, another user’s130
avatar’s appearance influences whether and how others approach this user (Freeman and Maloney, 2021).131
A realistic appearance of a virtual agent impacts its perceived appeal and friendliness (McDonnell et al.,132
2012). Other previous work looked at the impact of realistic-looking interaction partners on perceived133
trustworthiness (McDonnell et al., 2012; Jo et al., 2017; Seymour et al., 2019). Seymour et al. (2019) found134
a preference for realistic virtual agents, which also increased the users’ place illusion (Zibrek et al., 2019).135
Zibrek et al. (2018) investigated the impact of virtual agents’ realism in virtual reality games and found136
complex interactions between the virtual agents’ personality and appearance .137

A recurring debate about the realism of virtual characters is the uncanny valley effect. Initially described138
by Mori et al. (2012) for human-robot interactions in the 1970s and later transferred to virtual characters,139
the uncanny valley effect refers to the phenomenon that close-to-real looking artificial humans sometimes140
strike as eerie. The original work sets human-likeness in correlation with familiarity. It proposes a drop141
in familiarity when the artificial character looks close to but not entirely like a human. Research on this142
effect is not at all consensus. Some argue that the uncanny valley effect might only occur under specific143
circumstances that are yet to be defined (Kätsyri et al., 2015). Some explain that the phenomenon is a144
wall rather than a valley since people adapt to the technical advances and therefore, the uncanny valley is145
untraversable (Tinwell and Grimshaw, 2009). Others argue that the key to overcoming the uncanny valley146
with realistic-looking characters lies in their behavior (Seymour et al., 2017, 2019). And finally, some147
question the existence of the uncanny valley effect as a whole (Wang et al., 2015).148

In summary, research on the realism of virtual humans has been controversial for decades and is still149
ongoing. However, it is especially relevant today as methods for creating virtual humans are improving150
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drastically along with the overall evolution of technology, creating new and reviving old research questions151
(Slater et al., 2020).152

2.2 Creation Methods for Virtual Humans153

Methods to create and use realistic virtual humans are essential for research in this area. With applications154
like Epic Games’ MetaHuman Creator (Epic Games, 2021) it is now possible for everyone to create155
virtual humans that are state-of-the-art regarding their realism, especially regarding their hair, faces, and156
facial expressions. However, while it is possible to create generic virtual humans with this approach, the157
customization and personalization still relies on extensive manual work. For the 3D-reconstruction of158
a person, various techniques exist that differ in terms of the degree of achievable realism, the technical159
complexities, and the overall reconstruction costs involved. Hardware requirements for current virtual160
human reconstruction methods range from immensely involved light stage systems (Guo et al., 2019) to161
single-shot multi-camera photogrammetry rigs (Feng et al., 2017; Achenbach et al., 2017) to a single RGB(-162
D) camera (Alldieck et al., 2018a,b, 2019a; Loper et al., 2015). Recent approaches lower the hardware163
requirements even further and rely on a single RGB input image only (Alldieck et al., 2019b; Weng et al.,164
2019). Wenninger et al. (2020) proposed a low-cost pipeline for generating realistic virtual humans from165
only two smartphone videos. They follow the high-cost approach of Achenbach et al. (2017) and combine166
photogrammetric reconstruction with a template fitting approach, using the same virtual human template167
model. Both methods (Achenbach et al., 2017; Wenninger et al., 2020) allow for fast reconstruction of168
virtual humans and require minimal user intervention. The characters are ready to be used in standard169
XR simulation and game engines such as Unreal or Unity. The authors compared the reconstruction170
fidelity between the high-cost and the low-cost method by computing the geometric difference between the171
resulting avatars and the reprojection error resulting from rendering the textured avatars back onto their172
respective input images. The evaluation shows that there still is a difference in both measures but that their173
low-cost approach can almost reach the same fidelity as the high-cost approach. However, Wenninger et al.174
(2020) did their evaluation on a purely objective basis. The authors did not address how the still existing175
differences affect users’ perception of the virtual humans.176

Based on the presented literature, we specify our research goal: We build on the purely objective177
comparison of Wenninger et al. (2020) and focus on the user perception of the resulting virtual humans. In178
a user study, we compare a high-cost method to create virtual humans to a low-cost method. The methods179
differ in their hardware requirements (low-cost vs. high-cost), the input material (multiple images vs. two180
smartphone videos), and software parameters for tailoring the approach to the specific input material. We181
investigate whether the differences in the quality of low- and high-cost reconstructions of virtual humans182
produce differences in the users’ perception. The evaluation includes one’s reconstructed self-avatars and183
virtual others, here, computer-controlled reconstructions of other real persons. We compare the users’184
perception in terms of the similarity of the virtual humans to the original, the sense of embodiment (only for185
the self-avatars), their uncanniness, and the overall preference for one of the approaches. We also investigate186
if differences between the high- and low-cost virtual humans are more noticeable for one’s self-avatar than187
for virtual others. Finally, we compare the low- and high-cost virtual humans using objective measures, i.e.,188
the reprojection error and the geometrical error.189

3 STUDY
To investigate our research questions, we designed a user study that focuses on the perception of the190
low-cost and high-cost virtual humans. Regarding RQ1, we compared the subjectively perceived quality191
of two 3D-reconstruction methods for realistic virtual humans. In particular, we compared one method192
using a high-cost photogrammetry rig containing 94 DSLR cameras with a low-cost method processing193
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two smartphone videos. For this purpose, we scanned participants twice and created one personalized194
self-avatar with each generation method. In a virtual environment, participants embodied both self-avatars195
and observed themselves in virtual mirrors. They also encountered and evaluated other virtual humans196
originating from both scan processes, observing them on virtual monitors. The independent variable for197
RQ1 was the reconstruction method (low-cost vs. high-cost) that we investigated for self-avatars and198
virtual others separately. To answer RQ2, participants could adjust the distance between themselves and the199
mirrors or monitors. The task was to set the distance at which they could no longer tell that one version was200
better than the other. We assumed that there would be a difference in the distance that participants set for the201
mirrors (self) compared to the distance they set for the monitors (other) if the quality discrepancy between202
methods was more noticeable for one’s own or for another virtual body (RQ2). Therefore, the independent203
variable for RQ2 was the virtual human (self vs. other). The study followed a repeated-measures design.204

3.1 Virtual Humans205

3.1.1 High-Cost and Low-Cost Method206

Figure 1 displays both the high-cost and the low-cost scan processes, including example results for a207
sample participant. A photogrammetry rig that contains 94 DSLR cameras generates the input for the208
high-cost avatars. In contrast to Achenbach et al. (2017), we did not use a separate face scanner. Instead,209
10 of the 94 cameras of the body scanner are zoomed in on the scan subject’s face, therefore, capturing210
more detail in this area. The scanner includes four studio lights with diffuser balls (see Figure 1, first row,211
first picture). For generating the avatars from these images, we follow the method of Achenbach et al.212
(2017), who combine photogrammetric reconstruction with a template fitting approach. The set of images213
produced by the camera rig is processed with the commercial software Agisoft Metashape (Agisoft, 2020),214
yielding dense point clouds of the scanned subjects. The subsequent template fitting process is guided by215
23 landmarks which are manually selected on the point clouds. A statistical, animatable human template216
model is then fitted to the point clouds by first optimizing the template’s alignment, pose, and shape in a217
non-rigid ICP manner (Bouaziz et al., 2014). Then, allowing a fine-scale deformation to match the point218
cloud more closely refines the initial registration. The method uses a fully rigged template model provided219
by Autodesk Character Generator (Autodesk, 2014), which is also equipped with a set of facial blendshapes,220
thus making the resulting avatars ready for full-body and facial animation. For more details about this221
process, we refer to the work of Achenbach et al. (2017). The pipeline for generating the high-cost avatars222
operated on a PC containing an Intel Core i7-7700k, a GeForce GTX 1080 Ti, and 4×16GB DDR4 RAM.223
The generation took approximately 10 minutes per avatar.224

To provide the video input for the low-cost avatar method, we used a Google Pixel 5 smartphone. We225
used the camera application OpenCamera because it allows for a non-automatic white balance and exposure.226
The smartphone captured the videos with 4K (3840×2160) resolution and 30 fps. We filmed in a room227
with covered windows, using the installed ceiling lights and eight additional area lights placed on the floor228
and on tripods around the participant (see Figure 1, second row, first picture). The additional lighting is not229
necessarily required for generating the low-cost avatars. However, it was added to brighten up the resulting230
low-cost avatars decreasing the brightness difference between the low-cost and the high-cost variant. After231
taking two videos of each subject, one capturing the whole body and the other capturing the head in a232
close-up fashion, the videos are processed with the method of Wenninger et al. (2020). They build on233
the work of Achenbach et al. (2017), i.e., use photogrammetric reconstruction and template fitting with234
the same template model, but extend it in several ways to deal with the difference in input modality and235
quality. One great advantage of stationary photogrammetry rigs is that all cameras trigger simultaneously236
and thereby capture the scan subject from multiple views at the same moment in time. Using video input237
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Figure 1. The high-cost (top) and the low-cost (bottom) scan process.

induces motion artifacts, since the subject cannot hold perfectly still for the duration of the scan. This238
contradicts the multi-view-stereo assumption, leading to a decrease in point cloud quality which Wenninger239
et al. (2020) compensate through several adaptations of the pipeline proposed by Achenbach et al. (2017).240
First, an optical-flow-based frame extraction method ensures uniform coverage of the scan subject and241
provides suitable frames for the photogrammetry step. The template fitting process then relies on a stronger242
regularization towards the statistical human body shape model in order to deal with uncertainties in the input243
data. Lastly, the method employs a graph-cut-based texture generation in order to deal with misalignments244
in the photogrammetry step, which result from motion artifacts in the video input. Again, we refer to the245
work of Wenninger et al. (2020) for more details about the avatar generation. The pipeline for generating246
the low-cost avatars operated on a PC containing an Intel Core i7-7820x, a GeForce GTX 1080 Ti, and247
6×16GB DDR4 RAM. The generation took approximately 20 minutes per avatar.248

To summarize, the two pipelines for generating virtual humans that we compare in this study are based249
on the same reconstruction methodology, i.e., photogrammetric reconstruction and template fitting using250
the same template model. They differ, however, in hardware costs, input modality and quality, necessary251
preprocessing steps, template fitting parameters, and texture generation.252

3.1.2 Self-Avatar Animation253

The generated low- and high-cost self-avatars were both imported to our Unity application. For the avatar254
animation, we oriented towards the system architecture introduced by Wolf et al. (2020) and adapted255
their implementation. During the experiment, the two imported avatars were simultaneously animated in256
real-time according to the users’ movements by using HTC Vive Trackers (see subsection 3.2 for details257
about the VR setup). To this end, we used the calibrated tracking targets of the head, left hand, right hand,258
pelvis, left foot, and right foot to drive an inverse kinematics (IK) animation approach realized by the Unity259
plugin FinalIK version 2.0 (Rootmotion, 2020).260
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Figure 2. The female (left) and male (right) virtual others. The left virtual monitor of each pair displays
the high-cost version; the right virtual monitor displays the low-cost version.

3.1.3 Virtual Others261

For the virtual others, we scanned one male and one female person. Figure 2 displays both versions of262
the virtual other. Male participants observed and evaluated the male other, female participants the female263
other. Both virtual others wore identical grey t-shirts and blue jeans. We recruited two persons who do not264
represent extremes in terms of their appearance. The male other was 1.72 meters tall; the female other was265
1.66 meters tall. Both persons stated that they do not know any of the students belonging to the study’s266
participant pool. The virtual others were animated using a pre-recorded idle animation. The animation267
showed a basic idle standing animation including small movements, e.g., slightly moving from one foot to268
the other. We also added random eye movements and blinking using an existing asset of the Unity Asset269
Store 1 to increase the virtual others’ realism.270

3.2 Virtual Reality System271

We implemented our study system using the game engine Unity version 2019.4.15f1 LTS (Unity272
Technologies, 2019) running on Windows 10. The VR hardware explained in the following was integrated273
with SteamVR version 1.16.10 (Valve, 2020) and its corresponding Unity plugin version 2.6.1. As high-274
immersive VR display system, we used a Valve Index HMD (Valve Corporation, 2020), providing the user275
a resolution of 1440×1600 pixels per eye with a total field of view of 120 degrees running on a refresh rate276
of 90Hz. For capturing the user’s motions, participants held the two Valve Index controllers in their hands,277
wore one HTC Vive Tracker 2.0 on a belt around the hips, and one fixed on each shoe’s upper side with278
a velcro strap. Three SteamVR 2.0 base stations braced the spacious tracking area. The system ran on a279
high-end, VR-capable PC composed of an Intel Core i7-9700K, an Nvidia RTX2080 Super, and 16 GB280
RAM. We determined the motion-to-photon latency of our system by frame-counting (He et al., 2000). For281
this purpose, the graphics card’s video signal output was split into two signals using the Aten VanCryst282
VS192 display port splitter. One signal led to the HMD and the other to the low-latency gaming monitor283
ASUS ROG SWIFT PG43UQ. A high-speed camera of an iPhone 8 recorded the user’s motions and the284
corresponding reactions on the monitor screen at 240 fps. Counting the recorded frames between the user’s285
motions and the corresponding reactions on the screen, we determined the latency for the HMD and limb286
movements separately. For HMD and limb movements, we repeated the measurements ten times each.287
The motion-to-photon latency for the HMD averaged 14.56ms (SD = 2.94ms) and therefore matched the288

1 https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/animation/realistic-eye-movements-29168
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Figure 3. The three phases of the VR exposure and the VR questionnaire system.

refresh rate of the HMD closely. The motion-to-photon latency for the limb movements averaged 42.85ms289
(SD = 5.2ms) and was considered low enough for real-time avatar animation (Waltemate et al., 2016).290

3.2.1 Virtual Environment and Task291

The virtual environment consisted of one large virtual room. In the room, two virtual mirrors were292
mounted on a track system to allow for a direct comparison of the self-avatars and to induce the feeling293
of embodiment by visuomotor coherence (Slater et al., 2010; Latoschik and Wienrich, 2021). We told294
participants that they would see two different mirrors before they saw their self-avatars. The track system295
was supposed to increase coherence with the users’ expectations, making the scenario more plausible296
(Latoschik and Wienrich, 2021). For the evaluation of the virtual other, the mirrors were exchanged with297
similar-looking, portal-like, virtual monitors (see Figure 2). A stencil buffer masks the area inside the298
monitor to make the virtual others visible only in this area. This setup preserved a stereoscopic view and299
ensured a spatial distance to the participants. To help the feeling that the virtual others are in a different300
place and that the monitors were no mirrors, we added textures to the surrounding walls and floor that were301
different from the main room. Participants received the audio information that they would see two different302
broadcasts of another person on these two monitors. This information served the purpose of making the303
scenario more plausible and less intimidating than directly encountering two similar-looking versions of a304
person in a virtual room that would not react in any way to the user (Slater, 2009; Latoschik and Wienrich,305
2021). Study participants would encounter these virtual others for the first time. To enable them to evaluate306
the virtual humans’ similarity to the real person, they needed to see reference material first. We displayed307
a photo of the real person for 10 seconds before the virtual other appeared on the monitor(s) and asked308
participants to memorize it. For the self-avatar similarity assessment, we did not show a photo of the309
person. Instead, we relied on familiarity with the person’s own appearance. Mirrors and monitors turned310
automatically according to the study phases. Figure 3 shows the virtual environment throughout the phases311
of the experiment.312

The first two phases of the experiment concentrated on the perception of the virtual humans and the313
participants’ preferences. In Phase 1, participants saw and evaluated the high-cost and the low-cost virtual314
humans one after another. In Phase 2, they saw both at the same time next to each other. Then they315
evaluated the left one first. After that, they again saw both at the same time and consecutively evaluated316
the right one. The photo of the real other person was displayed for 10 seconds before every virtual other317
observation phase. For a controlled exposure, participants received audio instructions on where to look and318
what movements to perform. Table 1 lists all instructions and the observation duration. In Phase 2, before319
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No. Instructions Phase 1 - Self Duration
1 Look at your reflection in the mirror. Please remain standing on the marker. You may

move your arms and legs freely.
10 seconds

2 Look at your head in the mirror. 5 seconds
3 Swing your arms back and forth while looking at your torso. 5 seconds
4 Let your arms hang relaxed and slowly shift your weight from your left leg to your

right leg and back again. Repeat this a few times while looking at your lower body.
5 seconds

5 Stand relaxed. Wave your dominant hand at your reflection while observing yourself
in the mirror.

5 seconds

No. Instructions Phase 1 - Other Duration
1 Look at the person. 5 seconds
2 Look at the head of the person. 5 seconds
3 Look at the torso of the person. 5 seconds
4 Look at the lower body of the person. 5 seconds
5 Now look at the whole person again. 5 seconds

Table 1. Instructions that participants received in Phase 1 while they had to inspect the virtual human in
the mirror or monitor. In Phase 2, when participants saw both self-avatars or both virtual others at the same
time, they received each instruction twice; first for the left mirror, then for the right mirror, e.g., “Look at
your head in the left mirror.”– 5 seconds duration – “Look at your head in the right mirror.” – 5 seconds
duration.

and after the instructions, the participants got the information which virtual human they will have to rate320
(left or right). During the self-avatar observation, the participant always embodied the self-avatar to be321
rated after the observation. Analogously, participants embodied the high-cost self-avatar when viewing the322
high-cost virtual other and the low-cost self-avatar when viewing the low-cost version of the virtual other.323

In Phase 3, participants could adjust the distance between themselves and the mirrors or monitors. The324
task was to increase the distance until they could no longer tell which virtual human was better. Participants325
could move the mirrors and monitors using the controllers’ touchpads. One controller increased the distance;326
one decreased it. When moved back and forth, mirrors and monitors automatically rotated on the track327
system to always face the user. This ensured that the reflections and the virtual others were always visible328
to the participants.329

3.2.2 VR Questionnaire330

Participants evaluated the virtual humans directly in VR. The right image in Figure 3 shows the VR331
questionnaires from a third-person perspective. Following the guidelines of Alexandrovsky et al. (2020),332
our VR questionnaire was world-anchored and participants used a controller to operate the questionnaire333
using a laser pointer. A virtual display presented the VR questionnaire in the virtual environment. It was334
positioned on the wall left to the user. The integration into the scene’s context was supposed to make it335
more diegetic and thus more plausible (Salomoni et al., 2016). The virtual display was approximately 1.2336
meters high and 2 meters wide. The user stood approximately 1.5 meters away from the display. This size337
and distance allowed the participants to read the questions comfortably without having to move the head.338
To keep the exposure time with each self-avatar the same for every participant, their embodiment while339
answering the questions only consisted of visible controllers.340
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3.3 Measurements341

Before and after the experiment, participants answered questionnaires on a computer in the experiment342
room. During the experimental phases, participants answered VR questionnaires. We used German343
translations of all questions and questionnaires.344

3.3.1 Perception of the Virtual Humans345

In Phase 1 and 2, participants rated their self-avatar regarding the perceived similarity, their sense of346
embodiment (Kilteni et al., 2012; Roth and Latoschik, 2020), and possible uncanny valley effects (Ho et al.,347
2008; Ho and MacDorman, 2017). The questions regarding the virtual other were the same, only omitting348
the embodiment questions since they did not apply in this condition.349

Similarity: For the measurement of perceived similarity, we adapted the item used by Waltemate et al.350
(2018). Participants rated their agreement to the statement “The virtual body looked like me/the person on351
the image” on a scale ranging from 1 (I do not agree at all) to 7 (I fully agree).352

Embodiment: For measuring the sense of embodiment, we used the Virtual Embodiment Questionnaire353
(Roth et al., 2017; Roth and Latoschik, 2020). It consists of three subscales with four items each: Body354
Ownership, Agency, and Change. Participants rate their agreement to each of the twelve statements on355
a scale ranging from 1 (I do not agree at all) to 7 (I fully agree). High values indicate a high sense of356
embodiment.357

Uncanny Valley: Regarding the uncanny valley effect, we built three items based on the original uncanny358
valley questionnaire’s subscales of Ho et al. (2008); Ho and MacDorman (2017). Participants rated their359
agreement on the three statements: “The virtual body looked human.”, “The virtual body looked eerie.”,360

“The virtual body looked beautiful.”. Participants rated their agreement to all of the statements on a scale361
ranging from 1 (I do not agree at all) to 7 (I fully agree).362

Preference: At the end of Phase 2, we directly asked participants which self-avatar/virtual other they363
preferred using the item: “Which virtual body was better?” with the answer options left or right. We asked364
if they found the left virtual body to be much worse, worse, neither worse nor better, better or much better365
than the right virtual body, with a second item. Note that due to the randomization left and right meant366
different versions for different participants. This was re-coded in the analysis later.367

Qualitative Feedback: Between the scan and the experiment, we asked them how they perceived the368
two scan processes overall. After the whole experiment, we asked them to write down reasons for their369
preference regarding the version of the self-avatar and the virtual other.370

3.3.2 Distance371

In Phase 3, we asked participants to increase the distance between the virtual bodies and themselves372
until they no longer can say if one of the virtual humans is better than the other one. We measured the373
distance in meters between the HMD and the two mirrors (or monitors in the other-condition). For the374
self-condition, when the participant moved the mirrors away, the reflection logically also moved away.375
Therefore we multiplied the measurement by two to get the actual distance between the participant and376
the self-avatars. For the other-condition, we added the distance between the virtual other and the monitor377
frame (0.5m) to the distance the participant set. The maximum possible distance between the participant378
and the monitors was 18 meters.379

3.3.3 Objective Measures380

For comparing the high-cost and the low-cost scans on an objective level, we calculate (i) the reprojection381
error and (ii) the modified Hausdorff distance (Dubuisson and Jain, 1994) between our two reconstruction382
methods, as also done by Wenninger et al. (2020). The reprojection error is computed by projecting the383
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textured avatar onto each of the cameras as estimated during the avatar generation process. We then calculate384
the average root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the rendered images and the actual input images in385
CIELAB color space, giving us a way to measure the reconstruction methods’ faithfulness objectively. The386
modified Hausdorff distance measures the difference in shape between the two reconstruction methods on387
a purely geometric level.388

3.3.4 Control Measures389

Before and after the experiment, we used the simulator sickness questionnaire (Kennedy et al., 1993) to390
measure virtual reality sickness as described by Kim et al. (2018). The questionnaire includes 16 symptoms391
of simulator sickness. The participants rated how much they experienced each symptom on a scale ranging392
from 0 (none) to 4 (severe). We added three items to check for disturbances in the perceived place and393
plausibility illusion (Slater, 2009). At the beginning of each VR question phase, we asked participants how394
present they felt in the virtual environment. For this, similar to Bouchard et al. (2008) and Waltemate et al.395
(2018), we used one item, namely “How present do you feel in the virtual environment right now?” with a396
scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 7 (completely). At the end of each questionnaire phase, we added two397
items focusing on the overall plausibility: “The environment made sense.” and “The virtual body matched398
the virtual environment.”. These items served the purpose of measuring the environment’s plausibility by399
checking for any unwanted incoherence in the experience caused by the environment (Skarbez et al., 2017;400
Latoschik and Wienrich, 2021). Participants rated their agreement on scales ranging from 1 (I do not agree401
at all) to 7 (I fully agree).402

3.3.5 Demographics and User Traits403

Participants answered a demographic questionnaire including items for age, gender, educational404
attainment, occupation, language familiarity, problems with telling left from right, visual and hearing405
impairments, computer game experience, and virtual reality experience. We also asked them if they have406
been scanned before. Before the experiment, we measured the participants’ height and asked them which407
of their hands is their dominant one. Additionally, we measured immersive tendency using the Immersive408
Tendency Questionnaire (Witmer and Singer, 1998).409

3.4 Procedure410

Figure 4 shows the experimental procedure. Each session took around 90 minutes: 30 minutes for the scan411
preparation, the two scans, and the avatar generation (Phase 0). 30 minutes for answering questionnaires412
before and after the experiment as well as for putting on the VR equipment. 30 minutes for the VR exposure413
(Phases 1–3). At the beginning of Phase 0, participants received a written introduction and signed consent414
forms for being scanned, participating in the study, and for COVID-19 related regulations. The video scan415
to create the low-cost avatars was made first to optimize the schedule. After the two scans, the participant416
filled in pre-questionnaires while the avatars were generated. Then, the experimenter helped the participant417
to put on the VR equipment and explained how to operate the controllers. After an initial calibration of418
the avatar, the experiment started. The participants received audio instructions that guided them through419
the VR exposure phases. The low- and high-cost avatars’ rating order and therefore their display in the420
left or right mirror, was counterbalanced. Each participant went through Phases 1 to 3 twice. Once for the421
self-avatar, a second time for the virtual other. Half of the participants started with the self-avatar, the other422
half started with the virtual other. After repeating the phases, participants left the virtual environment and423
answered the post-questionnaire on a computer in the experiment room.424

3.5 Participants425

A total of N = 51 people participated in the study. We had to exclude six participants from the analysis.426
Three were excluded because the quality of the point cloud of the low-cost scan was insufficient. Another427
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Figure 4. The experiment procedure. Phase 0 includes the low- and high-cost scan and avatar creation.
Phases 1 to 3 describe the VR exposure. The embodiment in phases 1 and 2 always matched the virtual
human to be rated. In Phase 3, participants were embodied with the avatar version they had rated last.

three participants were excluded due to errors in the experimental procedure, e.g., wrong height input when428
generating the avatars. The mean age of the resulting sample was M = 21.78, SD = 1.80. 75.6% stated429
to be female, 24.4% stated to be male. They were all students that received credit points necessary for430
completing their bachelor’s degree. Ten participants had been scanned with the high-cost method before.431
The sample’s VR experience was low, with 84.4% stating that they have 0–5 hours of VR experience. Only432
four participants had no prior VR experience at all.433

4 RESULTS
The analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 26. First, we report on the main analysis of the434
presented user study, including objective measurements. Then we proceed with the results of our control435
measures. We performed paired t-tests for all within-subjects comparisons and independent t-tests for436
between-subjects comparisons. Effect sizes are indicated by Cohen’s dz (Cohen, 1977).437

4.1 Perception of the Virtual Humans (RQ1)438

Table 2 shows the dependent variables’ descriptive data: similarity, uncanniness, and sense of embodiment.439
Table 3 shows the effect sizes of the comparisons.440

Similarity: Figure 5 shows the results for the perceived similarity. We found no significant difference441
in the perceived similarity to oneself between the low-cost and the high-cost self-avatar, neither when442
compared one after the other in Phase 1 nor when compared side-by-side in Phase 2. We also found no443
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Phase 1 Phase 2
high-cost low-cost high-cost low-cost

Measurement M(SD) M(SD) t p M(SD) M(SD) t p

Similarity self 4.82(1.45) 4.47(1.52) 1.79 .08 4.64(1.45) 4.42(1.52) 0.87 .39
other 5.22(1.17) 5.51(1.08) -1.44 .16 5.04(1.30) 5.22(0.97) -0.85 .40

Human-likeness self 4.42(1.52) 4.16(1.49) 1.45 .15 4.16(1.41) 3.98(1.34) 1.02 .32
other 4.93(1.23) 4.91(1.06) 0.11 .92 4.73(1.27) 5.07(0.94) -1.56 .13

Beauty self 3.69(1.28) 3.42(1.47) 1.18 .24 3.69(1.51) 3.29(1.41) 1.46 .15
other 4.38(1.28) 4.67(1.23) -1.48 .15 4.40(1.39) 4.73(1.01) -1.39 .17

Eeriness self 3.98(1.55) 4.36(1.55) -1.57 .12 4.18(1.81) 4.71(1.63) -1.76 .09
other 3.29(1.63) 3.16(1.35) 0.63 .53 3.47(1.78) 3.29(1.36) 0.57 .57

VEQ-Owners. self 4.09(1.50) 4.06(1.43) – – 4.03(1.45) 4.12(1.45) – –
VEQ-Agency self 5.64(1.03) 5.67(0.97) -0.24 .82 5.43(1.23) 5.42(1.01) 0.08 .94
VEQ-Change self 3.38(1.53) 3.55(1.47) -0.82 .42 3.03(1.55) 3.50(1.60) -2.42 *

Table 2. Means, standard deviations, and test statistics for the paired samples t-tests for the perception of
the virtual humans. For all t-tests: df = 44. ∗ < .05

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 1 Phase 2
Measurement dz dz dz dz

Similarity self 0.27 0.13 other -0.22 -0.13
Human-likeness self 0.22 0.15 other 0.02 -0.23
Beauty self 0.18 0.22 other -0.22 -0.20
Eeriness self -0.24 -0.26 other 0.09 0.09
VEQ-Agency self -0.04 -0.07
VEQ-Change self -0.12 -0.36

Table 3. Effect sizes indicated by Cohen’s dz (Cohen, 1977) for the perception measures.
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Figure 5. Means and standard errors for the measurements of the perceived similarity, human-likeness,
beauty, and eeriness of the high- and low-cost self-avatars and virtual others in phases 1 and 2.
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Figure 6. From left to right: Means and standard errors for the VEQ subscales Agency and Change for
phases 1 and 2. Preference for the low-cost or high-cost self-avatars and virtual others in the number of
participants who chose the respective version. Distances in meters at which participants could no longer
say that one of the versions was better. ∗ < .05

significant difference in the perceived similarity to the other person’s picture between the low-cost and the444
high-cost virtual other neither in Phase 1 nor in Phase 2.445

Uncanny Valley: Figure 5 shows the results for the items human-like, beautiful, and eerie associated446
with the uncanny valley effect. For the self-avatars, we found no significant difference regarding the447
perceived human-likeness, beauty, and eeriness of the avatars when evaluated one after the other (Phase448
1). We also found no significant difference regarding the perceived human-likeness, beauty, and eeriness449
of the avatars when evaluated side-by-side (Phase 2). For the virtual others, we also found no significant450
differences in both phases regarding the perceived human-likeness, beauty, and eeriness.451

Sense of Embodiment: Data logging failed for one of the four items of the subscale Body Ownership.452
Therefore, we exclude this subscale from the calculation of the comparisons and only report the descriptive453
statistic derived from the remaining three items. Table 2 shows the mean scores calculated with three454
instead of four items which are almost identical between conditions. Agency did not differ between the455
high-cost and the low-cost self-avatar in both phases. The perceived change did not differ in Phase 1. It did,456
however, differ in Phase 2 when participants saw the self-avatars side-by-side. The perceived change of the457
own body was significantly higher for the low-cost self-avatar than for the high-cost self-avatar. The left458
diagram in Figure 6 shows these results.459

Preference: The third diagram in Figure 6 shows the participants’ preferences for the high- and low-cost460
self-avatars and virtual others. When asked directly, n = 27 participants preferred the high-cost self-avatar461
and n = 18 participants preferred the low-cost self-avatar. On a scale ranging from -2 (much worse) to 2462
(much better), the participants, on average, found the low-cost self-avatar to be only slightly worse than463
the high-cost self-avatar, M = −0.42, SD = 1.29. Regarding the virtual others, n = 20 preferred the464
high-cost version and n = 25 preferred the low-cost version. On average, they rated the low-cost virtual465
other to be slightly better than the high-cost virtual other, M = 0.24, SD = 1.15.466

Qualitative Feedback: Participants described the high-cost scan process as interesting, easy,467
professional, and quick. They stated the number of cameras to be slightly intimidating, futuristic, and468
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strange because they felt observed. As for the low-cost scan, some participants found it strange (especially469
that a stranger had to film them rather closely), slightly more complicated, more time-consuming, and470
more exhausting because they had to stand still for a longer time. At the same time, many others described471
this scan process as easy, interesting, and pleasant. Feedback regarding their preference focused on some472
main aspects: (1) The face played a vital role in their judgment. Many stated that the bodies of both473
virtual humans were similarly good in quality. However, artifacts in the face of the one virtual human or474
a perceived higher similarity made them choose the other version. (2) Participants could rather precisely475
name artifacts, e.g., messy textures under the arms and smaller deformations that deviated from their real476
body. However, often, they just described an overall feeling that one virtual human was more uncanny477
or less human-like or more similar to the original. The arguments for the two versions overlapped a lot.478
However, many of the participants who chose the high-cost avatar as their preference named artifacts on479
the low-cost avatar as their reason. (3) The lighting and brightness of the virtual human was an important480
factor. Some stated that the low-cost version looked more realistic because the lighting looked more natural481
and that it had more details. Some felt the other way round, that the high-cost version was illuminated482
better, was more detailed, and looked more realistic.483

4.2 Distance (RQ2)484

The right diagram in Figure 6 shows the distances that participants set in Phase 3. For the self-485
avatars, the distance at which participants could no longer tell which avatar was better was, on486
average, M = 12.26, SD = 6.36 meters. For the virtual other, this distance was, on average,487
M = 10.00, SD = 4.34 meters. The distance for the self-avatars was significantly greater than for the488
virtual other, t(44) = 2.61, p = 0.01, dz = 0.39.489

4.3 Objective Measures490

Figure 7 shows the reprojection error for all participants for both the high-cost and the low-cost self-avatar.491
On average, the high-cost method’s reprojection error was M = 23.40, SD = 4.14, while the reprojection492
error of the low-cost method was M = 28.30, SD = 3.84. A paired samples t-test showed, that the493
difference was significant, t(44) = −11.52, p < .001, dz = −1.72. The modified Hausdorff distance494
between the two reconstructions was, on average, M = 7.67mm, SD = 2.43mm. The reprojection errors495
and the modified Hausdorff distance that we found, are in the same range as reported by Wenninger et al.496
(2020).497

4.4 Control Measurements498

The experienced VR sickness before, M = 7.54, SD = 7.98, and after the experiment, M =499
16.37, SD = 12.10, was low. The increase was significant, t(44) = − 5.4, p < .001, dz = −0.81.500
However, we find this to be uncritical because the values are both low, the application’s measured latency501
was low, the experimenters observed no signs of distress, and the participants did not complain of severe502
symptoms.503

Table 4 shows the descriptive data of the control measurements that we took in phases 1 and 2. The504
subjective experience of presence did not differ between the moment when participants rated the low-cost505
avatar and when they rated the high-cost avatar, neither when evaluating the self-avatar nor when evaluating506
the virtual other in both phases. We also found no significant differences regarding the environment’s507
perceived plausibility and the match between the virtual humans and the environment.508

5 DISCUSSION
This work addresses the potential of affordable methods for the 3D-reconstruction of realistic virtual509
humans for immersive virtual environments. In a user study, we compared the results of a low-cost method510
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Figure 7. Reprojection errors for the high- and low-cost self-avatars of every participant (p1–p45). The
reprojection errors were calculated by averaging the root-mean-square error (RMSE) over all input images.

Phase 1 Phase 2
high-cost low-cost high-cost low-cost

Measurement M(SD) M(SD) t p M(SD) M(SD) t p

Presence self 5.62(1.17) 5.38(1.35) 1.57 .13 5.44(1.20) 5.47(1.36) -0.15 .88
other 5.09(1.35) 5.13(1.25) -0.39 .70 5.22(1.40) 5.36(1.21) -1.29 .20

VE made sense self 5.38(1.34) 5.31(1.38) 0.52 .61 5.50(1.20) 5 .38(1.27) 0.93 .36
other 5.31(1.38) 5.36(1.32) -0.39 .70 5.33(1.41) 5.29(1.27) 0.36 .72

Match Body-VE self 5.44(1.14) 5.20(1.16) 1.53 .13 5.51(1.20) 5.16(1.42) 1.91 .06
other 5.51(1.08) 5.51(0.90) 0 1.0 5.42(1.17) 5.42(1.12) 0 1.0

Table 4. Means, standard deviations, and test statistics for the paired samples t-tests for the control
measures presence, plausibility of the environment, and match of the virtual body to the virtual environment.
For all t-tests: df = 44

(Wenninger et al., 2020) to the results of a high-cost method (Achenbach et al., 2017) used as self-avatars511
and virtual others. Our research followed two research questions: RQ1: Whether low-cost approaches for512
generating realistic virtual humans can keep up with high-cost solutions regarding the perception of the513
resulting virtual humans by users in VR. RQ2: Whether the quality difference was more noticeable for the514
own virtual body than the virtual body of someone else.515

For investigating RQ1, participants evaluated self-avatars and virtual others originating from both516
reconstruction methods. Users perceived the low-cost virtual humans as similarly human-like, beautiful,517
and eerie as the high-cost versions for the self-avatars and the virtual others. The perceived similarity518
between the virtual human and the real counterpart did also not differ between the reconstruction methods.519
Neither did we find significant differences when evaluating the self-similarity, nor when evaluating520
the similarity between the virtual others and pictures of the real persons. The participants’ qualitative521
feedback suggests that the self-avatars’ perceived eeriness – independent of the reconstruction method522
– depended heavily on their faces. A possible explanation is the lack of facial animations. We did not523
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track the users’ facial expressions, and therefore, the self-avatars’ faces remained static. This rigidity was524
inconsistent with the otherwise realistic-looking and -moving virtual human. Following the mismatch525
hypothesis for the uncanny valley effect, which states that inconsistencies in a virtual human’s human-like526
and artificial features may increase negative affinity (Kätsyri et al., 2015), this potentially increased the527
perceived eeriness. The virtual others included basic facial animations and the descriptive data suggests528
that participants perceived them as less eerie. This is also in line with previous research on the interplay529
between appearance and behavioral realism, especially regarding the importance of eye movements (Garau530
et al., 2003; Brenton et al., 2005). In future work, we plan to track the users’ eyes for two reasons. Firstly,531
this would improve the behavioral realism of the self-avatars. Additional sensors like the VIVE face tracker,532
which entered the market shortly after we conducted our study, would be supplementary improvement533
options. Secondly, the eye-tracking data could reveal which parts of the virtual humans mostly draw the534
users’ visual attention and, consequently, impact the evaluation the most. However, our study did not focus535
on the general perception but on the differences in the perception of the high-cost and low-cost virtual536
humans.537

For the two different self-avatars, we additionally measured the users’ sense of embodiment. Participants538
accepted both self-avatar versions as their virtual body (body ownership) and felt that they were the cause539
of the self-avatar’s actions (agency). In the first phase of the evaluation, when the participants saw the540
self-avatars consecutively, we also found no significant difference in the embodiment questionnaire’s541
change subscale. However, in the second phase, when participants saw both avatar variations next to each542
other, the change subscale was significantly higher for the low-cost self-avatars than for the high-cost543
self-avatars. The subscale change measures the perceived change in the users’ body schema (Roth and544
Latoschik, 2020). According to the questionnaire’s authors, the perceived change could be a predecessor545
of the Proteus effect. When embodying an avatar that does not look like the user, the perceived change546
of the users’ body would increase with an increased feeling of embodiment. However, a personalized,547
realistic-looking self-avatar should not create a massive change in the own body schema since it looks548
(and ideally behaves) like the real body of the user. There are two possible explanations for the increase549
in perceived change in the second phase: (1) The low-cost self-avatars have more visible inaccuracies550
than the high-cost self-avatars, e.g., messy textures under the arms. These artifacts on the otherwise very551
realistic and faithfully reconstructed avatars represent deviations from the users’ body, which might cause552
the increased feeling of change of the own body. (2) These deviations may also have surprised the users553
and drawn their attention to them. The incoherence with the users’ expectations could have created an554
increased interest and focus on the discrepancies. Latoschik et al. (2019) observed a similar effect when555
participants interacted with a mixed crowd of virtual characters that drew attention because of their diversity556
and unexpectedness. However, we did not find significant differences in the feeling of presence, which is557
usually also partly dependent on the users’ attention (Skarbez et al., 2017). The increase in the perceived558
change only occurred in the second phase, when participants saw the low-cost and high-cost self-avatars559
next to each other. This direct comparison, and the fact that they saw the self-avatars for the second time at560
this point, may have further increased the focus on the artifacts. It is possible that the increase in perceived561
change of the own body only occurs when participants spend a longer time with the virtual body and when562
they look for discrepancies.563

Interestingly, the perception did not differ significantly on most of our measures, even though we found564
a significant difference in our objective quality measures. The medium may be one possible explanation565
for this. Despite ongoing technological advances in terms of display quality, today’s common consumer566
HMDs are still limited. We used an HMD with standard resolution (1440×1600) and a wide field of view567
(130°) that we considered at the upper end of the SteamVR compatible hardware. It would be interesting to568
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see if quality differences between the avatar versions become more apparent using better HMDs, like the569
HTC Vive Pro 2, that was released after we conducted our study. However, as the user feedback shows,570
participants were able to spot artifacts quite precisely. Nevertheless, the perceived differences did not571
manifest themselves in the subjective measurements. This is even more surprising since participants were572
instructed to really focus on the virtual human. It could mean that other factors, e.g., the movements of the573
virtual humans, were stronger influences than the visible artifacts. Hence, as a consequence we might want574
to assume the low-cost smartphone-based version to be an accurate technological match to the available575
state-of-the-art of VR display devices.576

To find out which version was overall preferred, we asked the participants to decide which version of577
the self-avatars and which version of the virtual others they liked better. Here, the tendency was different578
between the self-avatars and the virtual others. 60 % of participants preferred the high-cost self-avatars579
over the low-cost ones. Regarding the virtual others, the result was the other way round. Around 56 % of580
participants preferred the low-cost virtual others over the high-cost ones. This is interesting and supports581
the overall findings for RQ1 that the low-cost and high-cost virtual humans are very similar regarding the582
users’ perception.583

To sum up our findings regarding RQ1, we conclude that the low-cost method used in our comparison584
can indeed keep up with the high-cost method regarding the users’ overall perception. The two versions of585
virtual humans were perceived comparably in respect to their perceived similarity to the original, human-586
likeness, beauty, and uncanniness. The relatively small effect sizes of the non-significant differences for the587
self-avatars and the virtual others further support this conclusion.588

In our second research question, RQ2, we focus on the severity of the quality difference for the own589
body in comparison to the body of a virtual other. Users increased (1) the distance between themselves and590
their self-avatars and (2) the distance between themselves and the virtual others until they could no longer591
tell that one of the virtual humans is better than the other. The distance at which the difference between592
the low-cost and the high-cost version was no longer noteworthy differed between the self-avatars and the593
virtual others. For the self-avatars, this point was roughly two meters further away than for the virtual others.594
This difference implies that smaller discrepancies between the real body and the reconstructed virtual body595
seem to be more noticeable for one’s own body than for another person’s body. This is explainable by the596
familiarity with one’s own body, which is usually higher than for someone else’s body, in particular if the597
person is a stranger to you. Our results regarding the participants’ preferences also support this assumption.598
Here, more than half of the participants preferred the low-cost version for the virtual others. However, to599
further strengthen this finding by correctly representing the interpersonal quality variance of the respective600
reconstruction methods, a study that evaluates more than two pairs of virtual others would be necessary.601

To summarize the results regarding RQ2, we conclude that the quality difference between the low- and602
high-cost method plays a more important role for one’s own virtual body than for virtual others. In future603
work, we plan to strengthen this finding by evaluating a more diverse group of virtual others.604

The objectively measured quality differences for our sample are similar to those reported by Wenninger605
et al. (2020). The reprojection error was significantly higher for the low-cost self-avatars compared to606
the high-cost self-avatars. However, the severity of the visible artifacts varied a lot within the sample.607
For some participants, the reprojection error was even lower for the low-cost self-avatars (p27 and p33).608
We investigated this within-method variance further by scanning the same persons multiple times with609
both methods. For the resulting virtual humans, we then measured the geometrical variance produced610
by both methods. This evaluation did, however, not reveal a correlation between the visible artifacts611
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and the geometrical variance. Although both methods are photogrammetric approaches, they differ in612
many ways. The low-cost method, for example, uses a stricter regularization to the base model to handle613
uncertainties in the input material. Therefore, the resulting virtual humans’ geometry is not as detailed614
as in the high-cost method. For example, the folds in the clothes are more accurately reconstructed in the615
geometry of the high-cost version than in the geometry of the low-cost version. The lack of small details616
in the geometry of the low-cost version is compensated by the texture’s great detail instead. Additionally,617
the low-cost texture contains more baked-in lighting, which gives the impression of detailed geometry618
even if the underlying geometry is flat, e.g., as in Figure 2 where the folds of the clothing are more visible619
for the low-cost virtual human. Generally, the lighting in the low-cost method is less controlled, since620
the experimenter walks around the participant. The controlled lighting setup of the high-cost method621
leads to a more uniform lighting and weaker shadows, allowing for a more faithful lighting in the virtual622
scene. However, the qualitative feedback shows that the perception of this difference diverges. While623
some perceived the baked-in lighting as more detailed and more natural, others felt that the more even624
lighting of the high-cost virtual humans looked more realistic and overall better. A promising direction625
for future work is the investigation of causal relations between each method’s parameters, their impact626
on the quality of the reconstruction, and their effect on the users’ perception. Our study design can be a627
helpful basis for conducting these follow-up studies and for guiding the development of similar studies.628
Ultimately, this allows us to retrieve a set of guidelines for creating and using realistic virtual humans in629
virtual environments.630

Photogrammetric approaches rely heavily on good quality input material. With the described high-cost631
setting, it is easier to reach a stable quality of the input photos since many factors are well controlled.632
Camera positions and lighting conditions stay the same, and experimenters have almost no influence on633
the outcome since they only trigger the cameras. The low-cost method includes more variable factors that634
can easily lead to a quality loss in the input video material. For example, the camera may lose focus from635
time to time, the filming person may make mistakes, the environmental conditions are less controlled,636
and the subjects have to stand still for a longer period. However, in most cases, the solution to these637
downsides is straightforward: When the input material is not good enough, repeating the scan process using638
different camera parameters or different environments, e.g., different lighting conditions or backgrounds,639
can improve the result. Changing parameters in the complex camera rig proves to be more cumbersome640
and requires recalibration of the whole system. Therefore, the low-cost variant is not only more affordable641
but also more viable for a broader range of applications in research and industry.642

5.1 Limitations643

Our study has the following limitations: (1) Our sample was predominantly female. Shafer et al. (2017)644
found females to be more prone to VR sickness symptoms, which might partly explain the increase in VR645
sickness after the experiment. (2) Additionally, the perception of the male and female virtual other differed646
regarding the perceived uncanniness, which might have resulted from the comparably low number of male647
participants. For better generalizability of our results, it would be necessary to extend the study by a more648
balanced sample and more than one female and male pair of virtual others. (3) Our study design is suitable649
to compare the perception of different versions of virtual humans against each other. However, despite the650
measurement of the perceived similarity with the real person, we did not include an extensive investigation651
of the perceived faithfulness of the reconstruction. This was a deliberate decision since it is challenging652
to find a suitable stimulus for a comparison with reality, e.g., real video material, without changing the653
medium and therefore impacting the immersion, which in turn can influence the evaluation of a virtual654
human (Waltemate et al., 2018).655
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6 CONCLUSION
We compared a high-cost and a low-cost method for 3D-reconstruction of virtual humans that differ656
heavily in their hardware requirements. Both methods use the same photogrammetric reconstruction and657
template fitting approach with adaptations to the method-specific input material. In a user study, we scanned658
participants by both methods. Afterwards, they embodied the resulting self-avatars and also encountered659
virtual others (created with the same methods) in an immersive virtual environment. We found that even660
though the reconstructions’ quality differed on an objective level, the methods did not differ significantly661
in most of our measurements regarding the users’ perception of the virtual humans. Our results further662
suggest that the quality difference is of greater importance when it comes to one’s own virtual body than663
to a virtual other’s body. Based on our findings, we argue that low-cost reconstruction methods like the664
method of Wenninger et al. (2020) provide a suitable alternative to high-cost methods, specifically given665
the current state-of-the-art of available consumer-grade VR displays. In conclusion, the reconstructed666
virtual humans are affordable but not cheap when it comes to a user’s perception, especially when used for667
virtual others. In future work, we plan to further investigate the causal relations between different quality668
parameters and their effect on the users’ perception of the virtual humans.669
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